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which he 1s not cleared based upon other data for
which he ts cleared
Analysis of this type of
security leak differs from most other security work
because the leakage of mformatlon arises not from
penetration of the security mechamsms directly but
rather from the very nature of the mformatlon and
the semantlcs of the apphcatlon

Abstract
This paper addresses the threat to multdevel
security that arises from logical inference and the
semantics of the apphcatlon
Such compromises of
security are particularly
challengmg since they
circumvent
tradltlonal
security mechamsms and
rely on a user’s knowledge of the apphcatlon
The
problems of inference and security have heretofore
been amorphous and difficult to clrcumscrlbe
We
focus on these problems m the context of a
multilevel
database system and show their
relevance to knowledge-based systems, sometimes
referred to as expert systems Here we estabhsh a
framework
for studying these mference control
problems, describe a representation
for relevant
semantics of the apphcatlon, develop crlterla for
safety and security of a system to prevent these
problems, and outline algorithms
for enforcing
these crlterla

A multilevel-secure system would ensure that data
at classlficatlon levels above the user’s logm level
would be tnvlslble to that user Such a system 1s
designed to prevent higher level mformatlon from
being directly encoded m other data that are
avmlable at a lower level - such as by changmg
the values of lower level data m a particular
pattern or by selectmg certam vlslble data for
output based upon values of higher level data
However, a system’s security mechanism could not
anticipate, and thus could not prevent, the user’s
ablhty to mfer higher level mformatlon based upon
the semantics of the apphcatlon - unless that
system also had avtilable to it relevant knowledge
of the apphcatlon
Such knowledge must make
exphclt the constramts that cause different data
values to be interdependent

1. Introduction
A user who 1s knowledgeable about an apphcatlon
area may be able to circumvent
security
reqmrements by inferring some mformatlon
for

Database systems have lacked any representation of
the Inter-object
and Inter-relatlonal
constramts
Thus database
that characterize the apphcatlon
security has been specified at the syntactic level
On the other
rather than at the semantic level
hand, knowledge-based and expert systems have
enJoyed a richer representation,
but have not
addressed security issues -- all data are treated at
the same level
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When security 1s of concern for rule-based expert
systems, classlflcatlons will need to be apphed not
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only to the data, but also to the rules themselves
These rules represent the knowledge of experts, and
privileged knowledge will be classified at higher
levels than other rules Thus the results produced
by the expert system may depend upon the
authorization of the user’

semantics
attempts
to capture
both logical
inference and the mformation theoretic measure m
terms of constraint expressions
Perhaps the earliest work on mference arises from
concerns of the U S Census Bureau and their desire
to prevent the disclosure of personal mformatlon
Their work primarily concerns statistical inference
mvolvmg numeric quantities such as family mcome
They use techniques such as
and size of household
linear equations to express the mterrelatlonshlp
among statistics from several tables For a survey
of such techniques, see [DeSc83]

The rule-base for an expert system defines a set of
Whereas for a database we first
inference rules
need to make explicit the inference rules that
describe the apphcatlon, for expert systems the
basis
for
rmportant
inferences
already
IS
represented m the rule-base As a consequence, the
same mechamsms which we develop here to analyze
the mference problem m databases also can be
applied to expert systems -- we elaborate on this
pomt below and hope to pursue this apphcatlon to
expert systems m future work

However, research regarding logical inference and
general data and knowledge bases is m its early
Slcherman et al [&JR831 considered the
stages
problem of when not to answer a query - they take
mto account the answers already given to prror
queries so as to prevent absolute deduction of
secret facts, but they do not consider partial
Trueblood
[Tru84] illustrated
how
inferences
knowledge-based systems and expert-type systems
could utihze unclasslfred data to draw conclusions
about sensitive data He proposed augmenting the
primary knowledge-base with a security knowledgebase that dynamically evaluates the sensltlvlty of
the inferences that are formed utihzmg the prrmary
rules Berson and Lunt [BeLu87] give examples of
security problems that could arise m expert
systems’ applicatrons

The problems
of Inference and security
m
multilevel systems have heretofore been amorphous
and difficult to circumscribe
Here we propose a
framework
and a methodology
with which to
address these inference control problems
The
concept of Sphere of Influence serves to dehmlt
the potential
for mdirect
disclosure
This
represents the scope of mformatlon that could be
inferred from a collection of data by means of a
forward-chamed
inference
process
Another
concept of Inference
Channel
then utihzes a
backward-chamed process from some resultant data
to isolate the specific sources of such inferences
The mterdependences among data are characterized
m terms of constramts, and the examples are
illustrated
m terms of a particular
constraint
We also develop high
representation
language
level algorithms for the detectron and prevention of
security leaks due to inference

2. The

Inference

More recently, Su and Ozsoyoglu [SuOz87] utilize
functional
dependencies (FDs) and smgle multlvalued dependencies (MYDs) as their basis for
Their mterestmg work
Inference m a database
considers first how attrrbute classifications can be
assigned m order to avoid inference via known FD
They yassume that for any FD
mappings
the user also knows the related
mentioned,
Smce most FD mappings are not
mapping l
defined by an algorithm but rather by the tuple
instances (actually
their
proJectron onto the
attrrbutes of the FD), this assumption limits their
For example, if Rank functronally
solutions
determines Salary, they assume that the instances
of this mapping are visible m an exphclt relation
table Thus they recommend that a person’s Rank
should be classified high enough to avoid mference
However, another solution that
of one’s Salary
should be considered is to classify the relation
[RANK SALARY] itself higher so that it 1s not

Problem

The term tnference often is used to refer to the
logical process of proving
or derlvmg
some
In
conclusions from some given facts and rules
other situations, the term rnference 1s used m a
more mformation
theoretic sense For example,
knowmg a person’s profession may locahze the
space of possible values for his salary We say that
(e g
profession)
some mformation
obtammg
reduces the degrees of freedom of the other data
Our
representation
of apphcatron
values
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known to users They also show how a smgle MVD
can pose a danger when record level classifications
are utilized
For example, if classified tuples share
the same MVD values with other tuples, then these
other tuples may need to be classified higher

the authors of project reports are always employees
of the proJect
The second constramt, C2, states
that m this apphcation the technical topic(s) of a
proiect are the same as the (primary) specialties of
the proJect’s employees

In an unpublished paper, Rowe [Row861 suggested
using logic programmmg
techmques to address
more general forms of inference -- by capturing all
facts, pohcies, and known conditions as clauses m
logic
He suggested that resolution could be used
to help locate inference problems, though he did
not provide a specific method of analysis nor did he
consider partial
inferences
However, Rowe’s
efforts did provide motivation
for lomt work by
the author and Dorothy Dennmg (DeMo86)

Cl

c2

A detailed example will help, at this point, to
mtroduce the problems of mference and security m
a database system, and it will help to outhne our
approach for resolving these problems
Our
examples utilize a constramt language which is
described later m the paper - and further details
are available m por84b, Mor86a]
However, the
ideas and techmques developed m this paper are
largely independent of the particular formahsm we
utilize to represent the apphcation semantics and
the possible inferences

The potential for inference of the secret data can
be anticipated
by symbolic
composition
of
constramts Cl and C2, as described here mformally
(Mor86a, Mor84bJ Each constraint consists of two
subpathe separated by a comparator
For
constraint Cl, we extend the right hand side of
both of its subpaths with the quahfication
of
SPECIALTY to obtam the following constramt

This example shows how the followmg inference
arises and how it compromises the intended
security the Secret topic of a project is inferred
from Unclassified data on authors by a user who
knows that Smith is an expert on lasers Security
is compromised since the user 1s at the unclassified
level

Clb

[ PROJ REPORT AUTHOR ]
[ PROJ TOPIC ]

PROJ REPORT AUTHORS SPECIALTY
c
PROJ EMP SPECIALTY

Smce the right subpath of this constraint
is
identical to the left subpath of constraint C2, we
easily obtam constraint
C3, which
expresses
symbohcally the critical inference that the topics of
a project include the specialty areas of the authors
of proJect reports
PROJ REPORT AUTHORS SPECIALTY
c3
c
PROJ TOPICS

The relational
database has a simple two-level
classification
Unclassified
and Secret
The
apphcation
data includes projects, topics (of
proJects), reports, authors, employees (of projects),
and specialty (primary expertise of an employee)
The database mcludes the followmg two relations,
Rl and R2, classified as shown
R2

PROJ EMP
PROJ TOPICS

These constramts are expressed m abbreviated
form 2 For example, the association among PROJ,
REPORT, and AUTHORS IS explicit m relation Rl
The association between PROJ and EMP is not
needed explicitly
m the derived constraint
C3
below -- but constraint Cl tells us that a subset of
mstances of this association can be obtained from
the projection
of relation Rl onto PROJ and
AUTHOR This relation [PROJ EMP], as well as the
relation
[EMP SPECIALTY], can be Just virtual
relations - they are part of what we describe below
as the unaver8e of drscourse
What is important
for this example IS that one or more instances of
the association between EMP and SPECIALTY is part
of the knowledge that a user has about the
apphcation, as we now discuss

2.1. Example

Rl

PROJ REPORT AUTHORS g
PROJ EMP SPECIALTY
==

Unclasslfled
Secret

2The dot between components,such aa in PROJ REPORT,
represents the umque aasoclatlon between the attrlbutes (or
0bJect.s of we were deahng wrth an obJectorIented
schema) on
either side of the dot If there IS more than one such association,
then It must be named exphcltly
A dot also can represent a
Jom II It 1s unambiguous

The apphcation-specific
knowledge that most users
already know is represented by the followmg two
Constramt Cl expresses the fact that
constraints
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The actual inference that violates the mtended
security by revealing the Secret topic of certam
prolects IS made by a user who knows that Smith IS
an expert on lasers The mference IS represented
by speclahzmg constramt C3 with this mformatlon,
yleldmg C3b

entropy of y, denoted Ho,
and the relatrue
uncertarnty of y given 2, denoted Hz(y), as follows

Inference
INFER(x+y)

C3b
PROJREPORT
AUTHORS(=Smlth)SPECIALTY(=Lasers)
c PROJTOPICS(=Lssers)

A simple analysis shows how the compromise of
security could be avolded
one of the logical
connections
occurmg m the left subpath
of
constramt C3b could be broken, relative to an
unclasslfled user For example, relation Rl could
be decomposed mto two relations [PROJ REPORT]
and [REPORTAUTHOR]and elfher of these could be
classified
as Secret, thereby
preventmg
an
unclasslfled
user from making
the necessary
sssoclatlons

3. Characterizing
for Inference

We define the function INFER(x+
y) to be this
relatave equrvocataon whenever this value IS greater
than some threshold c, which also 1s m the range 0
to 1 While an ldeahstlc view would prefer to
guarantee that there are no mformatlon flows to
lower security levels, m practice there may be
mformatlon
flows that are so mmute that It 1s
appropriate to disregard them
The parameter e
gives us a handle on quantlzmg this tolerance
It
may be set to zero if no tolerance IS allowed, while
non-zero values quantize the degree of such
tolerance
m terms of the uncertarnty

> e

Ingredients

When
can a multi-level-secure
system leak
mformatlon
to lower levels through inference?
Assuming the system structure itself IS secure, the
answer hes m the way the data are assigned
particular
classlficatlon
labels - we sometlmes
informally
refer to these labels Just as the
‘claaslficatlon level’ of the data
If data at a low
level could be used to mfer a limited set of possible
values (or worse, a specific value) for some more
highly classified data, then the classlficatlon labels
were assigned mcorrectly
The classlficatlons then
are rnconeastent with respect to the apphcatlon
semantics

Function

The mformatlon theoretic measure of mference has
been formahred as follows [Den82, DeMo86]
The
amount of mformatlon
about y which can be
inferred from x 1s the reIatave equauocatton
It
represents the reduction m uncertainty
about y
when x 1s known - rangmg from zero If x provides
no mformatlon about y, to one If x provides full
knowledge about y

We define INFER

= [WY) - Hx(~>l/H(~)
If [H(Y)-Hx(y)l/H(y)
=O
otherwise

For example, d y represents a U S maul ZIP code,
and there are 216 ZIF’ codes, all equally likely, then
H(zspcode)
1s 16, representmg
16 bits ot
uncertamty
If x denotes a telephone area code
and there are only 2’ equally likely ZIP codes per
area code, then Hotcocodc(zapcode) IS 7, denotmg the
number of remammg blta of uncertamty about the
ZIP
code given
the
area code
Then
INFER (areacode + rrpcode) - 9/16 = 56 (so long as
the threshold 6 IS less than 56) In other words,
the amount of mformatlon that we can infer about
the ZIP code given an area code 1s 0 56 on a scale
OfOtol

This result shows that proJecti for which Smith
authored a report are proJecti on lasers While the
database had the relation [PROJ TOPIC] clssslfled
as Secret, this classlflcatlon
did not adequately
protect the mformatlon

2.2. Inference

Function

Even If classlficatlon rules were explicit and were
mconslstency
among
these
analyzed,
no
classlficatlon rules need be evident, as It 1s the
apphcatlon
semantics which give rise to the
While we utlhze constramts to
inconslstency
represent these apphcatlon semantws, as m the
example above, the concepts and techmques that
we develop for analyzmg and preventmg breaches
of multilevel
security
through
Inference are
substantially independent of this representation

or
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3.1. Data Objects
Information

and Granularity

of

decomposltlon would loose mformatlon
[Dat86a]
The atomic facts serve as independent components
which capture the original dependencies and do not
lose information
In the case of the relational
model, the atomic facts often are the functlonal
and multi-valued dependencies
Each meanrng jul
assocratron between a key and each other attribute
of the relation would be treatable mdependently
regardless of how the schema IS normalized
(When
two or more fields constitute a key of this relation,
or serve as a foreign key for hnkmg to another
relation, it may be appropriate
to treat them
together )

In order to asslgn classlflcatlons, we must decide
what granularity
of mformatlon and what kmd of
mformatlon we want to classify Data takes on Its
meaning by virtue of its assoclatlon with other
data
Thus
ultimately
we are classlfymg
assoclatlons, either exphcltly or lmphcltly
If we have a relational database, we may utlhze
any of the following classlflcatlon strategies (1)
classify whole relation tables, or (2) classify at the
attribute level -- that IS, clssslfy all instances of a
relation attribute at the same level,’ or (3) classify
mdlvldual
tuples
separately
(instance
level
classlflcatlon), or (4) classify at the element level,
that IS, allow each non-key element of a given tuple
to have a separate classlficatlon4

One of the advantages of entlty-based schema IS
that
the attributes
of an entity
and the
relatlonshlps among entitles are usually the atomic
facts and non-decomposable assoclatlons which are
the appropriate
subjects of classlflcatlon
The
entity schema makes these facts exphclt, whereas a
relational schema may combme several atomic facts
together m one relation
In any schema, we use the
term data object to refer to those units of
mformatlon that are to be treated mdlvldually and
classlfled separately from each other

Slmllarly, If we have an entity-based system, then
the classlflcatlon strategies include (1) classify an
entity type, which means treatmg all attrlbutes
and relatlonshlps
of the entity umformly,
and
apply this classlflcatlon
to all mstances; or (2)
classify each attribute and relation of an entity
type separately and apply this classlhcatlon to all
instances, or (3) do instance-based classlflcatlon for
the whole entity
instance (mcludmg
all Its
attributes
and relatlonshlps),
or (4) do element
level classlflcatlon
where each attribute
or
relatlonshlp instance of an actual entity may have
a separate classification

3.2. When

To Classify

Database

Rules

Few database systems utlhze complex integrity
constramts
Rather such semantic mformatlon
about the apphcatlon
environment
must be
captured m some representation, such as rules or
more expressive constramts, m order for the system
to anticipate inferences that a knowledgeable user
might make However, knowmg when to classify a
rule or a constraint
and when not to IS an
important question
If one attempts to classify a
rule m the model, but most unclasslfled users of
the system know this rule, then the model will be
inaccurate, and conclusions about the security of
the system may not be correct

The most control
1s obtamed If we apply
classlflcatlons
to the finest gramed units of
mformatlon that are meanmgful
In the literature,
these units have been called atomtc facts - they
are non-decomposable assoclatlons m that further

3
In the case of ottttbute level classGxt~on m the relational
model, the assocn&on bemg protected may not be obvious For
a non-key attrIbute, the primary association bemg protected 18
the functIona dependency between the key and tlus attrIbute If
the attribute IS part of a key, then the protectIon may be for a
multi-valued dependency or for access to the tuple based on its
AttrIbute classlficatlon also protects the association
key
between the attrIbute type and the set of current values for that
attrIbute

For example, it would do no good to classify a rule
for computmg sales tax, since users could easily
determine this tax rule elsewhere
Similarly, an
such
as
a
table
between the
exphclt relatlonshlp amount of purchase and the sales tax -- should not
be classified when the relation instances can be
Constraints, rules,
computed from a known rule
and algorithms
often serve to describe the
apphcatlon how It functions and how It interacts
Such commonly known
with Its environment

4Each element classKicat.~on actually serves to classify the
assoclatlon between that element and the key of the tuple Such
fine gramed classifications generally are not supported, though
research m underway to do so [DeLS87]
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constramts
classified

and rules of mference should

not be

mformation

Two other types of knowledge-based
system
technology are (1) semantic network knowledge
representation systems such as KL-ONE [ScBr82],
which have been utlhzed for tasks such as natural
language understandmg, and (2) truth mamtenance
systems [deK86], which mamtam a system of
constramts (often numeric) m the face of changing
data values
In addition,
blackboard syetems
[Hay85], which were first developed for speech
recognition, are now more of a framework for an
AI system architecture -- they serve to Integrate
multiple AI modules, each of which can be a
complex knowledge source

Even when relation mstances can be generated by a
rule, it might be mcorrect to classify the rule and
the relation table at the same level
In fact, the
rule might properly be classified lower than the
relation mstances that are derivable from this rule,
The reason is that a stored relationship
makes
exphcit the set of values that actually occur
Knowledge
of specific
values
is additional
mformation that is not typically present m a rule
Rather the rule must be given some value(s) before
it can produce the other associated value(s)
Thus
if the rule is common knowledge but the relevant
mstances are not, and should not be, generally
known, then the table of tuples may warrant
classified status while the derivation rule might be
unclassified ’

In all of these KBS systems, the knowledge, rules,
and constramts go well beyond modeling commonly
held knowledge about an apphcation
Rather,
these systems attempt to embody knowledge that is
available to only the select experts m the field
Thus for apphcations where some mformation
should not be equally available to all users, the
mdividual rules and other forms of knowledge may
well warrant classified status
For example, the
rule that calculates the expected rate of fuel
consumption
of a new mihtary
airplane as a
function of its air speed and cargo weight probably
would be classified
It wdl be necessary to
determine which rules and constraints
of an
apphcation are not generally known and at what
level they should be classified

When we are concerned with traditional databases,
many of the constramts and rules that describe the
apphcation warrant unclassified status
We are
mcludmg these constramts m the model of the
apphcation
because many user’s know these
constramts, and we want the system to be able to
anticipate
and prevent
Inferences that could
compromise security
Unless we are modelmg
multiple
classes of users who know different
constramts about the application, we would expect
most such constramts regarding a database to be
common knowledge
The situation IS somewhat
different for expert and knowledge-based systems,
as we discuss next

3.3. Knowledge-Based

based upon the purpose of the rule)

Another dimension to the inference problem arises
m KBS because the same problem or query, based
upon the same data, could give rise to two
drfferent
results for two different users if the
authorization levels of these users differ - examples
In KBS (and m future
are given m [BeLu87]
mtelhgent databases [Mor86b]) the mferences and
results will depend not only on visible data but also
on which rules are available at the authorization
level of the user

Systems

The best known knowledge-based systems (KBS)
utilize production rule computation engines and are
commonly referred to as ‘expert systems’ because
of the so-called expertise they embody for solvmg
certain classes of problems These systems may use
either forward or backward chamed activation of
the rules, or a combmation of these paradigms
Firmg of a rule serves to propagate mformation
that
through
the rule (and modify/enhance

One aspect of analyzmg mference problems actually
simphfied
for
knowledge-based
systems
Whereas for databases we first have to understand
and represent the relevant
semantics of the
apphcation, for KBS most or all of these semantics
already are captured m the rule-base On the other
for databases relatively
few of the
hand,
constraints
and inference
rules will
warrant
classified status, while for KBS a larger portion of
1s

5However, an exceptlon arises when the mstances are not
sensltlve but a secret rule IS sufficiently complex so that It could
not be determmed from the instances -- then it may be
appropriate to classify the instances lower than the rule
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the rules may be classlfled at levels above system
low
Since we have the mechamsm for treating
different rules at different levels, this mechamsm IS
JUSt
as apphcable for analyzmg mference and
security m Kl3S as m more tradltlonal databases

the relatlonshlp between addresses and telephone
area codes might be relevant for an apphcatlon
If
the relation 1s not actually stored m the database,
It still 1s Important to represent it m the umverse
of discourse

In particular, we treat rules that are not at system
low
as types of objects - these rule obJects then
participate
in
the
appropriate
8phere8
Of
an fluence
Their contrlbutlons
are evaluated m
JUSt those cases where the rules would be accessible
and could be utlhzed to draw potential inferences
Thus once the apphcatlon semantics are captured either already avallable for KEG or acquired for a
database apphcatlon
-- then the analysis of
inference and security can proceed slmdarly m
either case utlhzmg the mechamsms developed
here

3.6. Lattice

Classlficatlon
labels may not form a strict
hierarchy of levels due to compartmentahzatlon
of
mformatlon
The actual classlflcatlon then consists
of the concatenation
of the level with
the
compartment name, thus glvmg rise to a lattice of
classlflcatlon labels (mformally,
we often refer to
these as levels anyway)
Thus If we have two
classifications c1 and c2, we say that c1 domanatee
c2 if m the lattice c1 IS an upper bound for c2,
mcludmg equality
We can have two classlflcatlons
where neither dommates the other because they are
incomparable (due to the compartments)

Furthermore, when the semantics of an apphcatlon
are available to the system, it IS natural to want
the database to take advantage of this knowledge
to provide new and enhanced capablhtles, such as
mtelhgent
responses to queries and to other
database actlvlty [Mor86b]

3.4. Universe

of Classifications

We use the notation
c1 2 c2 to mean that c1
either IS lower than c2 or that the classlficatlons
are mcomparable
Thus 2 IS not equivalent to
< due to the partml ordermg
For an obJect 0,
we will refer to its level equivalently
as either
level(O) or 0 level

of Discourse

We wish to model not only constraints that apply
to stored data, but also constramts that mvolve
other data obJects in the apphcatlon environment,
even though they are not exphcltly stored m the
database And we wish to suppress the dlstmctlon
between stored and derived data so as to provide a
uniform
basis for design and analysis of the
conceptual schema

4.

Sphere

of Influence

We Introduce the concept of sphere of influence
(SOI) as a tool for analyzing confhcts between
inference and multdevel classlflcatlons,
and as a
tool for Isolating potentlal security leaks due to
inference
The SO1 dehmlts the scope of possible
We refer to the
mferences given some base data
base data as the core -- It may consist of entltles,
rules
attrlbutes,
relatlonshlps,
and inference
(constramts)

We thus define a universe of discourse U for the
application
as bemg all e&Ales,
attnbutes,
relatlonshlps,
constraints, and rules that are of
The tradltlonal
database schema IS a
interest
subset of this universe
The unrveree of drscouree
provides the vocabulary of objects that participate
m the constramts, and to which we will asslgn
classification levels

Specifically, the sphere of wafluence relative to
SOI(core), is the set of all
some core, 1 e
mformatlon that can be Inferred from that core -often a proper subset of the core ~111 be sufficient
for a particular mference
The SO1 IS defined m
when
this
of the INFER
function
terms
measure
exceeds the
mformatlon
theoretic
threshold e

In fact it may be the case that some stored data
oblects are interrelated only through mformatlon
that occurs m the apphcatlon environment but 1s
This mformatlon
would be
not itself stored
represented as virtual data obJects m the umverse
For example, we noted earlier that
of discourse
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Sphere

of

SO1 (core)

Influence

as an aggregate, 1s classlfled higher

= { Y 1 3XCcore
(INFER(X--,Y)

A
> E) }

4.1. Quantizing

The SO1 models the process by which a user’s
knowledge of an apphcatlon
can give rise to
inferences about additional mformatlon
The SO1
utlhzes a jorwatd-chaaned mference process from
the given core to determine the scope of such
mferable data -- which we refer to as the extent of
the SO1 Both the core and the extent consist of
data objects defined m the universe of discourse,
mcludmg data that are stored and data that may
be virtual or derived The constramts serve as the
Inference rules, which are applied m the forwardchained process

the Degree of Influence

The sphere of influence can be given a geometrlcal
mterpretatlon
by defmmg DcW,(y) as the Dastance
of some obJect y from the core of the SO1
SO1 Distance
D,,(Y)

=

r1

- INFER(core+y)

J

Distance D ranges from zero to one - le, we have a
unit sphere where D IS the radius
The function
INFER (core + 9) represents the non-zero amount
of information
about objects y E SOI(core) which
can be inferred given the core data, and knowledge
about the application
Thus obJecta with a small
distance D are substantially mfluenced by the core
objects - that IS, when we know the core object(s)
then we know much about an object that 1s close
The larger the distance D the further the oblects
are from the core, and the less they are mfluenced
by the core ’

In effect, we take the closure of potential constraint
composltlons
Thus sphere of influence 1s related
to the notion of Inferential closure, as discussed by
Goguen and Meseguer m the context of a logic
interpretation
of inference [GoMe84] However, the
sphere of mfluence takes a somewhat different
vlewpomt
it
utihzes
a
subset
of
the
rules/constraints
- Just those constramts which
involve the core obJecta and also are dominated by
the user’s clearance level - and it emphasizes the
set of related data objects rather the set of all
composite inference rules The SO1 approach takes
mto account an mformatlon
theoretic notion of
partial inferences m addltlon to the strict logic
mterpretatlon of inference

If the tolerance parameter e m the defimtlon of the
INFERence function 1s set to a non-zero value,
then the maximum distance of the SO1 1s (1-e)
rather than one ObJects of distance greater than
(1-c) are m the “outer fringe of width c* They are
trimmed off from further conslderatlon m this SOI,
smce very little becomes known about them from
the core objects

For example, the sphere of influence for a person’s
address may include
that person’s telephone
number, since the address determines the smgle
area code and a hmlted set of telephone exchanges
Other ObJecti m this SO1 might include the
person’s zip code, utlhty company, school dlstnct,
or local pohtical representatives

4.2. Safety
A data obJect 0, and its assigned classification
label, are said to be safe for mference if there 1s no
upward anjerence from them - that IS, object 0
cannot be used to infer mformatlon
about other
data ObJects at higher or mcompatlble levels of the
classlficatlon lattice
Thus d object 0 could give
rue to Inferences about some other data objects X,
then 0 level must dominate (or equal) X level for
obJect 0 to be 8aje, as indicated m the following
defuutlon

A potential security leak exists if the extent of a
SO1 includes
data
obJects at higher
(or
mcompatlble) classlflcatlon levels than the levels of
the core obJects
Security is compromised since
inferences are possible about these higher level
obJecta The SO1 also takes into account aggregate
claesr jacatrons, which arise when a data collection
&s a whole 1s classlfled higher than any of Its
elements The classy example 1s a telephone book
for a military base -- mdlvldual phone numbers are
released as unclasslfled, but the whole phone book,

‘We thus have a model wluch 1s analogous to the effects of
gravity, though not with an mverse square law Contour lines
could be drawn to describe the different degreesof Inference
Then all data obJects Influenced by the core objects to the same
degree would be connected on the same contour hne
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ObJ ect Safety

SO1 Safety

Data obJect 0 1s safe if
Vx [(INFER(~+X)
> C)
* (0 level

SOI(core)
leveZ(core)
2 X level)]

Thus a SO1 1s safe If the classlhcatlon levels of the
ObJects m SOI(core) are upper bounded by the LUB
of the levels for the ObJects and any aggregates
Note that d several SOIs were
within the core
chosen so that they overlap the same oblect, then
this overlap would impose multiple requirements on
the classlflcatlon
levels, all of which must be
satisfied

While our defimtlon of safety looks at mferences
emanatmg from object 0 and glvmg mformatlon
about other oblects, we could Invert the question
by asking whether any other data m the database
could be used to mfer mformatlon about object 0
We call the posslblhty of such mferences about 0
an inference channel to object 0, and we will
In part, we have chosen this
address It shortly
way of shcmg the problem because we want to
analyze tradltronal
forward reasoning so that we
can determine the lmphcatlons of a given set of
data before we release It to a user or store it m the
database

4.2.1. Safety

of a Sphere

The constraints and rules of Inference that describe
That is,
an apphcatlon often are asymmetric
INFER(X +Y) and INFER(Y -P X) may have very
different values
For example, a ship’s identity
fully determmes the current destmatlon of that
ship
On the other hand, a particular
locatlon
lmphes rather hmlted mformatlon
about ships,
smce there may be many ships with
that
destmatlon
The INFER relatlonshlp IS naturally
reflexive, and may be transltlve dependmg upon
the apphcatlon

of Influence

Slmllarly, any sphere of mfluence IS safe If there 1s
no upward anjerence from the core of the SO1
This will be the case d the classlflcatlon levels of
the obJects in its ertent, SOI(core),
are upper
bounded by the highest level of any objects m the
core, as we define below

For those few cases when the INFER relatlonshlp IS
symmetric
and transltlve,
then the sphere of
mfluence establishes an eqmvalence relation with
regard to the classlflcatlon levels m the core and m
the extent of the SO1 Then the above condltlon
for safety of a SO1 reduces to the requirement that
all data objects m a SO1 have the same
classification level assignment

We Introduce some defmltlons to slmphfy further
dlscusslon
The classlflcatlon level for a set of
objects IS the least upper bound (LUEi) of the
classlflcatlon levels of the mdlvldual members of
This
the set and any aggregate clam jacataons
least upper bound 1s relative to the partial ordermg
imposed by the classlflcatlon lattice [Den821 An
aggregate classlflcatlon
arises when some set of
data as a whole IS classlfled higher than any of its
mdlvldual
members (e g a mlhtary
telephone
We use a
book),
as mentloned
earher
representative to stand for each such aggregate set
Let AggregatesIn
be the set of zero or more
such representatives for the aggregates occurrmg
wlthm some set X
We refer to the classlflcatlon
level of set X equivalently
as either level(X) or
X level, and we define It as
level(X)

= LUE3{y level 1
y E (X U AggregatesIn(

is 8a je if
> level(SOI(core))

4.2.2. Safety
Level

Theorem

for Classification

A classa jtcation level a8 safe for Inference if all
the data objects having that classification are safe
The followmg theorem determines the safety of a
classlflcatlon level m terms of whether a particular
sphere of mfluence yields a jtzed poant
We denote the Universe of Discourse as V, and we
v)), that IS, u
let Ua = (U U AggregatesIn(
augmented with a representative for each aggregate
set having a higher classlflcatlon than its members
The set of all objects and aggregates 0 at and
below a classlfuzatlon level 1 1s expressed as U1 If
all mferences derivable from U{ do not extend
outside U, , then this 1s a faxed poant relative to

}

Now we can define the safety of a sphere of
mfluence that arlses from any chosen core
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the SOI, namely Ul = SOI(UJ

5. Inference

THEOREM Safety Theorem for a
Classification
Level 1

Our concept of inference
channel
serves to
isolate the lower level data which could give rise to
inferences about higher level data H The presence
of an rnference channel means that security could
be compromised
The computation of an inference
channel 1s a backward-charned
inference process
from some resultant
data H to determine all
mformatlon which contributes to upward inferences
about H The criteria for existence of an inference
channel 1s

Let

U,

= (0 E U,

Then [ ul = SOI

1 0 level
]

*

5 1)

1 1s safe

To prove the Theorem, we note that the fixed
point means the SO1 1s safe, and since 1 1s the
highest level m the core, each of the objects at this
level 1 1s safe Actually the fact that Ul 1s a faxed
poznt of the SO1 1s slightly stronger than ensuring
The above
that every object at level I is safe
theorem also requires that an obJect at 1 does not
contribute to any upward an jerence of mformatlon
from other ObJects of U1 to a level above I -- this
dlstmctlon arises when the threshold e 1s greater
than zero
Note that an apphcatlon
of the
Theorem considers the safety of only the oblects at
level 1 of the core At each of the lower levels the
theorem would be reapplied to determine the safety
of that level

Existence
InfCh
M

Channels

of Inference

exists
3sets

H,C

Channel

[HzSOI(C)
(C level

A
2 H level)]

An tnjerence channel exists d mformatlon about
some set of data H may be inferred from data m
another set C which 1s at a lower level than H, or
at an mcomparable level relative to H m the
classlflcatlon lattice
That is, a SO1 baaed upon C
as the core would have the higher level data H m
Its extent, making that SO1 unsafe
We define the
inference channel InjCh(H) to be such a set C of
data obJects which contribute to inferences about H
_- subject to the following criteria

4.3. Sanitization
As an illustration
of the SO1 concept, consider the
effects of samtlzatlon
on the SO1
Sanitization
takes data at a high classlflcatlon level and derives
other data which may be shown at a lower level
because It does not reveal anythmg important
about the higher level mput data
For example,
statlstlcs released by the Census Bureau have been
sanitized m advance so no personal mformatlon IS
revealed
For an on-line multilevel
system,
dynamic samtlzatlon
must be done only by a
trusted subJect, that 15, a program which 1s verified
to always lose sufflclent mformatlon
during the
downgrading to a lower claaslflcatlon

InfCh(H) includes all and only those data obJects
which allow inferences to be made about H -- but
excludes any data which does not contribute to the
inferences about H Since the mference threshold 6
may be non-zero, we also include an obJect x if It
increases another potential Inference, even If It
alone does not lead to an mference above the
threshold
InfCh IS maximal with respect to lower
level obJects which could influence H, but minimal
m that it does not include extraneous data obJects
that have no influence
Letting U denote the space
of all data objects, (with Ua mcludmg aggregates
as above) we express these criteria for an inference
channel as follows

Consider the sphere of influence whose core consists
The data at the
of samtlzed lower level data
higher classlflcatlon would appear at the fringe of
the SO1 smce so little can be inferred about it from
When we
the low level data at the core
realistically
treat E as a non-zero tolerance, we
Thus the
effectively remove these frmge effects
original classlfled data IS not m the SO1 of the
samtlzed
data,
showmg
that
no slgmflcant
inference about the classlfled data 1s possible

InfCh(H)
=
{ x E Ua 1 x level
2 H level
A
( INFER(x-+H)
> c V
3 Z E Ua [ Z level
2 H level
A
INFER( (ZU {x}) 4H)
>
(INFER(Z+H)
+ e) 1))
The wzdth of this inference
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channel

1nfCh(H)

1s

defined to be the value of INFER(lnfCh(H)
+H),
smce this is the amount of mformation
(the
reduction m degrees of freedom) we can obtam
The analogy
about H given the data m Itaj’Ch(H)
here is that the wider the mference channel, the
more information one can mfer

5.1.

Correcting
Channels

Potential

else would be classified at a higher level
This
process of mtroducmg noise also can be considered
as a form of samtlzation of the orlgmal data X to
obtain the sanitized version X’
The last option IS the obvious alternative to accept
the inference channel but to momtor it
This
option may be chosen for pragmatic
reasons
Inspection of audit trails may provide a sufficient
threat of detection and removal of the intruder
from the system to allow this alternative to be used
in some cases

Inference

If an mference channel IS found for some
assignment of classification levels, then we must
take an appropriate course of action
Here we
consider some of the primary alternatives, where X
is the Inference channel InfCh(H)
which gives us
mformatlon about higher level data H

5.2. Criteria

for

System

Security

A multilevel
database system is secure from
inferences if there are no tnference channels m the
system The followmg theorem assures us this will
be the case if every classification level is safe

First, if the inference channel X consists of a single
object, then we can simply raise the classification
of this obJect to the level of H (or higher) If X is a
set, then we may raise the level of one or more of
the objects comprismg X until the degree of
inference IS below the tolerance e By raising the
classification
level, we effectively
remove these
obJects from the core of this SO1 -- they will be
considered for some other SO1 whose core IS at a
higher classification
Note that we also must
determine if inferences are now possible about this
data with the newly raised classification from other
lower level data

THEOREM Security
of System
Let L be the lattice
of classlflcatlons
for the system
L 1s secure u
VI E L (1 1s safe)
Safety of a level 1 means that no inferences can be
made from data at that level about other data at a
higher or noncomparable level -- 1 e level 1 is not
part of an inference channel When this is true at
all levels m L, it follows that there are no inference
channels from any data objects, and thus the
system is secure
Similarly, aecurrty of a system
implies eafety of each of its levels, smce there are
no mference channels

A second alternative
applies when X is a set
impose an aggregate classification on set X or some
subset of X The level of this aggregate would be at
least H level
Data oblects within this aggregate
would be released m a controlled way, so that the
whole aggregate could not be inferred from the
mdlvidual values given to a lower level user This
controlled release may be considered a form of
samtlzation,
and typically
is done by a trusted
subject

We also can derive a simpler 8u jjacrent condition
for securrty of a system
However, smce it IS a
stronger condition, it is not a necessary condition
The followmg
theorem
states this sufficient
condition m terms of the set of constraints and
inference rules which constitute the model M of the
apphcatlon
L IS the lattice of all classifications for
the system, as before Let obJ ects (r) denote the
set of data objects referenced in constraint or
rule I

The third alternative is to Introduce noise to data
released from the set X -- that IS, add randomized
perturbations so that H is no longer inferable with
We characterize
this process as
significance
follows
for each of the obJects m the set X, we
derive new objects by addmg a noise component to
its origmal value -- these new oblects form set X’
The original set X is then replaced by this new set
X’ at the same classification level The orlgmal set
X either would not be retamed m the system or

THEOREM Sufficient
Condltlon
for System Security
[VrEM
tlp,qE
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obJects(r)

(p level = q level)]
* L 1s secure

In other words, a sufflaent condltlon for system
security IS that each constraint or inference rule
mvolves objects at Just one classification
level,
though of course different rules may Involve objects
at different levels This condltlon 1s sufflclent smce
It ensures that every data oblect, and thus every
classification level, is eaje
But although It IS
simple to verify, It 1s overly strict
For example, a
sanitizatlon
rule would mvolve objects at two
levels, and many other rules may Involve only
small degrees of inference m the dlrectlon from low
to high level objects

between two subpaths m the database or KBS
schema (universe of discourse)
Each subpath 1s
described m abbreviated
form, and consists of
objects and relations from the schema, as we saw
earlier So, for example, the constramt
MANAGER PROJECT ==
MANAGER EMPLOYEE PROJECT

expresses the fact that for each Manager instance
(the anchor), there 1s to be equality of the target
sets of ProJects arising from the two subpaths of
this CE That, 18, a Manager 1s responsible for a
ProJect If and only if one or more of his Employees
are assigned to the Project
The CE 1s lmphcltly
iterated over all Manager mstances m the database,
although It would be enforced mcrementally so that
no overhead would
occur unless a relevant
relatlonshlp were updated

It 1s important that all constramts and rules which
are valid for an apphcatlon be represented, else an
inference may not, be detected but still could occur
Removing a constramt would not remove the
problem, rather It would mislead one into thinking
that the problem did not exist Rather, a problem
would be corrected by adJustmg the classlflcatlon
levels of the object types involved, BS discussed
above The theorems for safety and security rely
on completeness of the model While completeness
may be dlfflcult to guarantee, not, attemptmg to
achieve It IS much more likely to leave uncovered
potentially serious violations of security

6. Representing
Semantics

Some representational capablhtles of our constramt
expresslons are not easily captured by predicate
calculus wor84a, Mor84b]
These include
(1)
cardmahty-based
quantifiers
which
form
a
contmuum
from 3 (there exists at least one
Instance with the speclfled property) to V (for all
mstances), and (2) cardmahty-based set mtersectlon
with speclflcatlon of lower and upper bounds on
the number of common elements
In cases where
CEs have a predicate calculus equivalent, we have
found CEs to be more compact,, and more mtultlve,
than the equivalent, but longer, predicate calculus
expressions

Application

We fmd It advantageous to utilize a constramt
language to capture the necessary apphcatlon
specific knowledge, and we use it for the examples
m this paper
We also have studied the use of a
prolog-like representation [DeMo86] In either case,
the concepts and techniques presented m this paper
for inference control m databases and knowledgebased systems are relatively
independent of the
representation

Constramts can mteracf with one another, this will
occur when they involve common relatlonshlps
As
a result, we can express a complex action or
Interdependency m terms of modular and simpler
constramts
At the instance level, the u&era&on
of constraints
is referred
to as constrarnt
propagatzon
At the symbolic level, the mteractlon
IS expressed by constraznt compoertaon [Mor84b],
this was illustrated earher by an example regarding
proJects, reports, and topics

Tradltlonally,
formal logic 1s used to construct
precise derivations of certain obJects from other
information
-- constramts can serve this purpose
too However, constramts also can be partaal, m
that they may Just limit the possible values of the
data obJects m question
Some relevant aspects of
our constraznt
expression
(GE) language are
described here briefly (m the mterests of space),
before we discuss our algorithms
Our

constramts

express

an mvarlant

6.1. Capturing
Constraints

Hard

to Express

existence
of
an
the
express
We
may
interdependence or a partml constramt even when
there 1s msufflclent knowledge to characterize It
exactly
An interdependence may be too complex,
and may not, warrant, a complete descrlptlon, or It

condltlon
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may mvolve
additional
mformation
which is
outside the apphcatlon
For example, the partial
constramt between one’s address and the telephone
area code may be described as

PERSONADDRESS@

and other constraints which are themselves m this
core Constramts will be m the core if access to
them is limited but they are to be considered for
this SO1 - this is a primary pomt at which the
classification levels of constramts would be taken
mto account
Of these constramts, the CEs that
reference any of the objects/relationships
m the
core are selected mitially (CoreCEs) In turn, these
uutially
selected CEs are composed with other
available
constraints
which
have
matching
components
This composition process IS repeated
with the available constraints until we obtam a
maximal set -- all constraints which emanate from
the core The set of obJects that are included m
any of these constraints constitutes the estent of
this sphere of mfluence, 1 e SOI(core)

PERSONTELEPHONE

Such partial constramts are convemently expressed
with an rnjerabtltty
refattonshap, denoted H,
as
the comparator between the two subpaths of the
CE
When some quantizatlon
of the degree of
inference is available, we may express it as

PERSONADDRESS 03-l
PERSONTELEPHONE
AREACODE
In a fairly obvious way, this GE tells us that a
person’s address can be used to mfer exactly
(inference = 100%) the person’s area code, whereas
the area code gives us only a little
(3%)
mformatlon
about the address (for example, it
might imply the set of possible ZIP codes and the
state)

For efficiency, it is important
to mmimize the
number of SOIs which need to be computed
By
utihzmg the Sa jety Theorem for a Class: jacatton
Level, we see that if the core IS chosen to be the set
U, of all obJects at and below classification level I,
then from one SO1 computation we can determine
the sa jety of all the objects having level I

The above examples have the form E, a-@ E,
This
mferabihty
expression
serves
as an
abbreviation
for INFER(E, --+ EJ
= B and
INFER(E, + EJ = a
Similarly, a one directional
inference can be abbreviated as El+@ E, , which
represents INFER(E, + EJ = @ When we omit the
values a and/or @ for the degree of inference
(perhaps because we do not know the values m
some situation),
then H
and +
signify the
existence of the respective inference m excess of the
threshold e

7. Algorithmic

Furthermore,
we can reuse the constraint
compositions formed for one SO1 m a subsequent
SO1 computation if we process lower classification
levels first Algorithm Consistency Test operates
m this manner, and also recogmzes that the only
new constraints that need to be considered m the
SO1 computation are those which were not utihzed
at a lower level, are available at this level, and
involve objects m this SOI’s core
The Theorem on Security of a System assures us
that after all the levels m the classification lattice
have been analyzed for safety, and if no leakage of
mformatlon based upon inference is found, then the
whole system is secure from inference-based
compromises to security
However, if such leaks
are found, then we need to isolate the inference
channels that describe the sources of these leaks
Let {Y,} denote the subset of objects from the
estent, SOI(core), which represent potential leaks,
that is for which
level(core)
2 level(Y,)
The
subset of the core that contributes to inferences
about each Y, is denoted In jCh,,,,(YJ

Considerations

This section describes the algorithms which are
Our intention is to
presented m the Appendix
show the framework for analysis and the primary
Thus for simphcity,
these algorithms
methods
treat the constramts at system low -- that is, they
are available without restriction
We do, however,
discuss how the classification levels of constraints
would affect the analysis
Computation of the sphere of influence begms with
the choice of core oblects, as shown in algorithms
The ‘available
SO1 and Incremental-SO1
constramts’ are those which could contribute to
inferences - these include constramts at system low

This
inference
channel
efficiently
by using the
constraints
composite
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can be
previously

determined
computed
Algorithm

Isolate-Inferences
first determines the set of
Just those composite constramts which involve Y,
(call this set CC,)
Letting ob3ectsan(CC) denote
the data obJects referenced m the set of constramts
CC, we have InfCh(Y,)
= obgect8zn(ccs) (for
slmphclty
we assume here that this yields the
mmlmal inference channel) Fmally, InjChcO,,(Y,) =
(InjCh(r()ncore)
-- the mtersectlon with the core
removes other objects which will be accounted for
by their own inference channels

8.

Conclusions
for Further

classlflcatlon levels to the data and to the
rules
This process wdl be more complex
than for databases - due to the many
consequences which must be taken mto
In addltlon, techmques must be
account
developed to ensure that all ‘solutions’ which
the system could produce are valid solutions
Some inferences become possible only when a
sequence of database updates over time 1s
This will
be an interesting
analyzed
extension to the types of mference we can
evaluate
It 1s particularly
relevant due to
mcreasmg mterest m the concept of time m
databases, and the increasing number of
process-orlented
systems which are using
databases

and Directions
Research

This paper has proposed a methodology
for
analyzing
the heretofore
amorphous
problems
associated with inference control m multilevel
database and knowledge-base systems
We have
developed crlterla for evaluatmg the security and
safety of a system with respect to inference
problems, shown how knowledge of the apphcatlon
can be expressed m our constramt language, and
outlmed algorithms for enforcmg such crlterla

Classlficatlons which are based not Just on
the type of data but also on Its value
(instance-based classlflcatlon) wdl complicate
The entry of new data mto the
the analysis
system, and the possible reclasslflcatlon
of
exlstmg
data
also must
be evaluated
dynamlcally when needed
The knowledge about the apphcatlon semantics
which we capture for the analysis of inference can
be used to provide other new and enhanced
These include a
database capablhtles [Mor86b]
much broader range of mtegrlty and consistency
enforcement, a higher level of interaction with a
responses to
‘smart’ database (e g mtelligent
queries), and Improved support for apphcatlons
where a variety of constraints affect the data

We offer some suggestions for future work m this
area of inference control
l

In order to correct a potential
inference
channel, selected objects can be reclasslfled to
There may be alternatlve
a higher level
incremental adjustments which are possible
Research IS needed to develop a declslon
procedure that generates the alternatives and
selects the best subset of ObJects to reclassify
Also, it will be necessary to reevaluate
potential mferences to these obJects - since
they have been reclasslfled mto a new sphere
of mfluence
Algorithms will be needed that
zncrementally
evaluate the consequences of
the reclasslflcatlons
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We have discussed how the techniques
developed here could be applied to rule-based
expert systems The clearance of the user ~111
affect not only access to data, but also
Thus the
avadablhty
of the expert rules
‘expert’ solutions are hkely to differ among
users due to their different clearance levels
Further
work
1s needed to develop a
procedure
for consistent
assignment
of
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Appendix

of Algorithms

Algorithm:

SO1 (CoreObjects)

,Algorlthm
CoreCEs
CEset

to compute SO1 at schema level given Core set
any obJects
from set of
= {CEs which contain

CoreObJects}

= {set of all available
CEs} - CoreCEs
RETURN Incremental-SOI(CEset,
CoreCEs)
******
Algorithm:

Incremental-SO1

(CEset,

CoreCEs)

,Used by SO1 and Consistency-Test
slgorlthms
,Algorlthm
to compute SO1 at schema level given
CEset
= subset of available
CRs to compose with
,

8

CoreCEs
set of CEs (must be basis for further composltlons)

CoreCEs = kernel

,Treats

C&et

as Inference

Todo = { <CE, Unused>

rules

to compute

all

composite

CEs which

1 CE in CoreCEs, Unused = CEset }

,There 1s one tuple <CE, Unused> per CE in CoreCEs
,TUPLEl Unused 1s set of CEk to be tried,
lnltlally

include

CoreCFs

,initialize

1s CEset

Composed = empty
FOR Next in Todo UNTIL empty DO
FOR OtherCE in Next Unused DO
IF New = Compose(Next CE OtherCE) succeeds
THEN add <New, (Next Unused - OtherCE)> to Todo
END-FOR
Composed = Composed + Next CE
Todo = Todo - Next
END-FOR
so1 = Union[{obJectsin(CEi)},
forall
CEi in Composed]
,is SOI(Core)
RETURN <SOI, Composed>
******
Algorithm:
,Tests

for

Consistency-Test
Channels

at schema level

Returns classlflcatlon
Nodes
Empty result
=+ no inference
channels
,LattlceSuccessor()
returns
an unmarked Node of the classlflcatlon
lattice
such that
,a11 its predecessors (if any) have been marked as analyzed by this algorithm
Initially

,whlch fall

Inference

consistency

test

all nodes are unmarked Chlldren(Node)
returns all immediate children of Node in lattice
FOR Node in LattlceSuccessor()
UNTIL null DO
5 Node level }
Node Core = { obJect 1 classification(obJect)
Composed = Unlon[{CN Composed}, forall
CN in Chlldren(Node)]
PreviousCores
= Unlon[{CN Core}, forall
CN in Chlldren(Node)]
= {CEs containing
obJects which occur in Node Core}
RelevantCEs
= {CEs containing
obJects which occur in PreviousCores}
PrevlousCEs
NewCEs = RelevantCEs - PrevlousCEs
Composed)
Result = Incremental-SOI(NewCEs,
IF (Result SO1 - Node Core) = empty
THEN 'Ino inference
channel"
ELSE Node SO1 = Result SO1
Node Composed = Result Composed
,potential
inferences
Node Inf = (Node SO1 - Node Core)
add Node to Inconsistent-Nodes
Mark Node as analyzed
END-FOR
RETURN Inconsistent-Nodes
******
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Algorithm:

Isolate-Inferences

(Node)

,Isolates
Inference Channel(s) for Node 1x1 classlflcatlon
lattice
which failed
,the Consistency-Test
algorithm
Returns list of <Yl, MaxCorel>, where Yl 1s
MaxCorei is maximal
,obJect(s) at higher classification
than Node Core
,subset of Node Core which contributes
to inferences about obJect Yl
,Node Inf was set to {Yl} in Consistency-Test
algorithm
InfChannels
= empty
FOR Y In Node Inf DO
MaxCore = empty
FOR CEchaln in Node Composed DO
IF CEchaln includes
obJect Y
THEN MaxCore = MaxCore U obJectsin(CEchaln)
END-FOR
MaxCore = MaxCore fl Node Core
,limit
to obJectsin Node Core
IF MaxCore already appears in an entry of InfChannels
THEN replace that entry <Yk MaxCore>
,comblne if identical
MaxCore
with <(Yk + Y) MaxCore>
ELSE add <Y MaxCore> to InfChannels
END-FOR
RETURN InfChannels
******
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